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Abstract 
In this paper we want to present a methodology for data integration based on the CIDOC CRM. Spatial data is in-
cluded in the integration process which provides us on the one hand with the possibility to access the CRM structured 
data through an interactive map. On the other hand in the future GIS functionalities of spatial analysis can generate 
new data within the ontological database that could not be generated with inference mechanisms. Our approach em-
phasises the scalability of the ontological data integration process. It gives the user the possibility to do a gradual 
transfer to ontological structures depending on the needs and available resources. Thus it should be easier to adopt 
an ontological data model. The methodology is divided into a conceptual part and an implementation part. There are 
three steps of conceptual work that range from a scope definition over CRM class and properties identification to a 
thesaurus specification. The example of an excavation illustrates how the introduced conceptual model of CRM 
classes and thesaurus can represent a real world situation. The implementation work is divided into four steps that 
lead from the creation of a web repository for digital resources and a relational database with user and GIS interface 
to a RDF/OWL representation of the data that can be further processed with semantic tools. The methodology was 
developed in the course of the multidisciplinary project HiMAT where eleven disciplines research commonly on the 
history of mining activities from prehistoric to modern times. Every methodological step is exemplified with the way it 
was realised within the project HiMAT. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we want to present a methodology for 
data integration based on the CIDOC CRM (CROFTS et 
al. 2009). Spatial data is included in the integration 
process which provides us on the one hand with the 
possibility to access the CRM structured data through an 
interactive map. On the other hand GIS functionalities 
of spatial analysis can generate new data within the 
ontological database that could not be generated with 
inference mechanisms.  

Various research activities are concerned with the im-
plementation of the CRM for the purpose of data inte-
gration and knowledge representation. English Heritage 
developed its own extension to the CRM for archaeo-
logical excavations (CRIPPS et al.2004). During the last 
years the CIDOC CRM has been implemented in re-
search projects with different technologies and various 
scales. Formal ontologies can be implemented with 
technologies of the semantic web. The specification of 
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a fun-
damental standard for these implementations. It is a 
structure to code data in the form of Sub-
ject/Predicate/Object, called triple. There are special 

kinds of databases to store these triples called triple 
stores. The CIDOC CRM is formally specified in RDFS 
(http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/5.0.2/cidoc-crm) and 
information that should be based on CIDOC CRM can 
be coded in triples and stored in a triple store. A further 
development of RDF especially for the specification of 
ontologies is the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
(FENSEL 2004). English Heritage used its CIDOC 
CRM extension EH CRM to integrate data from various 
archaeological excavations in a triple store. Software 
tools are developed for data retrieval and to serve data 
in the form of services through the internet (MAY et al. 
2009). A triple store based on the CIDOC CRM is used 
as well at the University of Cologne to combine the 
contents of Arachne (http://www.arachne.uni-
koeln.de/drupal/), the central object database of the 
German Archaeological Institute (DAI) with the data-
base Perseus (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/) 
located in the United States (KUMMER 2009). At the 
University of Erlangen-Nürnberg an OWL representa-
tion of the CIDOC CRM was developed (GÖRTZ et al. 
2008) and has been used to build a scientific communi-
cation infrastructure (KRAUSE et al. 2009). CIDOC 
CRM implementations in combination with GIS has the 
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problem of triple stores not being able to store spatial 
data in a form that could be accessed by GIS software. 
To use GIS with ontological structured data the spatial 
data has to at least be stored in a format that can be 
accessed by a GIS. One solution is to store all data in a 
relational database. This approach was chosen by the 
unit of Digital  Documentation at the University of Oslo 
to integrate the data of the Norwegian University Muse-
ums (HOLMEN et al. 2008). Another solution was built 
at the University of Bochum. The aim was to integrate 
heterogeneous archaeological  databasesand this  was 
achieved by implementing a relational database, a con-
tent management system and a triple store (LANG 
2009).  

Our approach emphasises the scalability of the onto-
logical data integration process. It gives the user the 
opportunity to do a gradual transfer to ontological struc-
tures without the know how of semantic technologies. 
Depending on the needs and available resources it 
should be easier to adopt an ontological data model. The 
methodology is divided into a conceptual part and an 
implementation part. There are three steps of conceptual 
work that range from a scope definition over CRM class 
and properties identification to a thesaurus specification. 
The example of an excavation illustrates how the newly 
build conceptual model of CRM classes and thesaurus 
can represent a real world situation. The implementation 
work is divided into four steps that lead from the crea-
tion of a web repository for digital resources and a rela-
tional database with user and GIS interface to a 
RDF/OWL representation of the data that can be further 
processed with semantic tools. This  last step starts the 
introduction of semantic technologies however the sys-
tem can also be used without this step and therefore can 
make use of the advantages of the ontological data 
structure of the CRM in combination with GIS.  

The methodology was developed within the course of 
the multidisciplinary project HiMAT where eleven 
disciplines (Archaeology, Linguistics, Surveying and 
Geoinformation, European Ethnology, History, Miner-
alogy, Prehistory, Botany, Archeo-Zoology, Dendro-
chronology and Petrology) researched commonly on the 
history of mining activities from prehistoric to modern 
times. Every methodological step was exemplified with 
the way it was realised within the project HiMAT. A 
specific focus was put on the implementation step of 
user interface for database and GIS as their way of im-
plementation poses challenges that are crucial for the 
usability of the system.  

 

 

2. Methodology – Conceptual part 

With the following three steps we want to show how 
to use the CIDOC CRM to organise data in an ontologi-
cal way within a project with heterogeneous data 

sources. The end user is not confronted with the whole 
CRM but the designer of the conceptual part needs to 
have a profound knowledge of the CRM. For smaller 
projects this may be an issue.  

2.1. Define scope of data content 

Whether you are integrating data from different 
sources or want to generate a database for your needs to 
represent a certain knowledge, you have to define the 
scope of the content. What knowledge do you want to 
represent? There are different ways to define this;in our 
project we did not want to represent all data in detail but  
chose the approach of   defining metadata fields. To-
gether with the various disciplines we specified fields 
that representated the information we wanted to share 
guided by the leading questions of WHO, WHERE, 
WHEN and WHAT. In Table 1 are the fields with some 
examples. 

Metadata fields 
WHO WHAT WHEN
Project part Title from (absolute) 
Source Topic to (absolute) 
Person in charge Description Period 
WHERE Analyse Method Phase 
Place name Object category  
Y-Coordinate Object condition  
X-Coordinate Material  
Community Object function  
 

Table 1: Examples of metadata fields in HiMAT 

2.2. Identify classes and properties of the CRM to 
represent the defined data content 

The metadata fields defined in step 2.1. have to be 
mapped to CRM classes. This should be done by a per-
son who has been involved in the process of the scope 
definition and has a good knowledge of the CRM. The 
quality of the mapping is essential for the ability of the 
system to represent the desired information. Decisions 
have to be made as to what detailed data should be 
transferred to ontological structures. The more detail we 
represent the more the cost of implementation and the 
more complex the system becomes which then has an 
impact on usability.  

In the case of HiMAT we chose eleven main classes 
(identified in the CIDOC CRM by an E number) and 
their subclasses to represent the information in our 
metadata fields (Figure 1). Places (E53) and Time Spans 
(E52) that are essential to represent the spatial historic 
dimension of our topic. The group of physical things are 
divided into Physical Features (E26), which are gener-
ally not moveable like archaeological sites and move-
able Physical Objects (E19) like artefacts. In the CRM a 
Person (E21) is a subclass of Physical Objects. A cen-
tral class is Events (E5) that we separated into Historic 
Events (E5) and Research Activities (E7).  
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Figure 1: Main CRM-classes used to represent Hi-
MAT-information 

The last group of classes are immaterial objects, this 
is everything created by the human mind. One of them 
is Information Objects (E73) like books or photos. A 
very important Class is the Type (E55). Every object 
that is part of a class can have one or several types. A 
type is a category that further specifies the object of a 
class. A Physical Feature can be a pyramid, an excava-
tion site, a settlement or a mine. A Person can be male 
or female, historic, student or professor. A very impor-
tant Type for HiMAT is the Material (E57). It is essen-
tial to know if something contains copper, bronze, sil-
ver, wood or stone. Only properties (identified in the 
CIDOC CRM by a P number) that are necessary for the 
desired ontological representation are selected to relate 
these classes. Figure 2 shows this structure with six of 
our classes and examples of properties relating to them. 

 

Figure 2: Example of CRM properties relating six of 
our classes 

2.3 Build thesaurus based on CRM classes  

A fundamental backbone of the proposed methodology 
is a thesaurus, structured in a special way. All elements 
of the thesaurus are handled as instances of the Type 
class. The CRM classes identified in the previous step 
(2.2.) build the upper levels in the hierarchical structure. 
In Figure 3 the classes used in HiMAT are displayed at 
the left hand side. Below each CRM class there is a 
further specialisation to define the types needed for the 

purpose of the specific domain. On the right hand side 
of Figure 3 this specialisation is illustrated with the 
class of Research Activity and its subclass Measure-
ment. Within our domain we needed the concepts of 
excavation or dendrochronological analysis and there-
fore decided to model them within the CRM as Types 
instead of defining our own classes. This method of 
specialising the CRM for ones own needs is in contrast 
to the Centre for Archaeology of English Heritage, 
(CRIPPS et.al.2004) who defined new classes and rela-
tionships. Their method is ontologically more sophisti-
cated but on the other hand the modelling process takes 
more time. A definition of the terms used in the thesau-
rus is  indispensable. One way to facilitate this work is 
to use  Wikipedia definitions or other online sources 
where the intended meaning of this term is already de-
fined. 

With this structure all the classes of the CRM used in 
HiMAT have a correspondent Type within the thesaurus 
and the specialisation for the domain is achieved 
through sub-typing. To encode the whole ontological 
representation within the thesaurus the CRM properties 
(identified in step 2.2.) are located in a separate branch. 
If there is a need for more classes or properties they can 
be added and therefore enhance the scope of the onto-
logical representation. 

 

Figure 3: Upper levels of the thesaurus on the left 
with the example of Research Activity (E7) on the right  

2.4 Example of the CRM representation of an exca-
vation 

With an example we want to illustrate the CRM rep-
resentation of an excavation at a prehistoric ore process-
ing site carried out in the course of HiMAT. CRM 
classes, types from the thesaurus and real world in-
stances with their names are used to represent the 
knowledge gathered by different research activities 
about an excavation site and its finds.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of the CRM representation of an excavation  

In the upper part of Figure 4 the CRM classes are 
listed and in the lower part the real world instances are 
displayed in the same colour. They have a proper name 
in the first row and can be associated with a Type which 
is listed in the second row in a grey square within the 
instance. The excavation site is represented in the CRM 
with two classes. One is the Place called ‘Schwarzen-
berg Moos’ with its coordinates and second is the 
Physical Feature called ‘Mauk F Schwarzenberg Moos’ 
which is of the Type ‘excavation site’. The reason for 
using two classes is that at the same Place various 
Physical Features have existed at different times. In the 
Bronze Age there was  ore processing at this place, 
while over the centuries it changed from a wood land-
scape to fields and now it is an excavation site that will 
be closed when the excavation is finished. A Physical 
Object called ‘wooden trough’ of Type ‘artefact’ was 
found here. Various Research Activities of different 
Types were carried out on the excavation site and the 
artefact. They are listed with their proper names (Pollen 
MaukF, MaukF Survey, Excavation MaukF,...) and their 
associated Types (pollen analysis, survey, excavation,..). 
Research Activities have been carried out by certain 
Persons who are identified with their names and lead to 
Information Objects that again belong to a Type. As the 
typing mechanism allows multiple typing of an object 
more information can be attached to one instance. E.g. 
the artefact of the ‘wooden trough’ could be typed with 
the Material it is made of, the Historic Activity that it 
was used for and the Time Span it is attributed to. 

This raises the question of when it makes sense to 
create an instance and attach it with a property to the 
object (wooden trough) or when to type the object. Gen-
erally speaking it only makes sense to create an instance 
if you want to document that individual instance for a 
specific reason. These different possibilities to docu-
ment make it necessary to develop guidelines what to 
document and how to document it, depending on the 
specific goals that should be obtained with the docu-
mentation. 

 

3. Methodology – Implementation part 

The implementation of the conceptual structure pre-
sented in chapter 2 are divided in four steps. For each 
step we specify the software used in HiMAT and the 
necessary key functionalities, if other software is used. 
All of the software components need to have an inter-
face that is accessible over the web. Another main crite-
ria for software or system choices was the possibility for 
hosting, maintenance and support from the centre of 
information services of the university and the availabil-
ity of licences.  

3.1. Create web repository for digital resources 

A web repository with an URI for every resource has 
to be created to store digital resources. In the case of 
HiMAT a Content Management System (CMS) is used 
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to store images, text documents, digital 3D models, 
audio files or similar. In the first phase of implementa-
tion the Content Management System was customised 
to be used as a prototype to test the ability of CIDOC 
CRM classes to represent the desired information. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the CRM classes as they were realised 
in the Content Management System. 

 

Figure 5: Content Management System used as proto-
type for CRM class entry  

All digital resources were handled as Information Ob-
jects and the calendar functionalities of the CMS were 
used to store and organise Research Activities. Partici-
pants of the research activities are mostly users of the 
system and therefore can be used for the class Person. 
For Physical Features and Physical Objects as well as 
for Places lists were created to hold these objects. Inter-
faces were created to give Types to any of the Objects in 
the CMS and any other interfaces allowed, allowing 
them to interlink with each other. In HiMAT we used 
Microsoft SharePoint as CMS, an Open Source alterna-
tive would be Drupal. The gathering of data with the 
CMS interface was essential to build a proper database 
interface because without sample data it would have 
been almost impossible to foresee all issues that could 
arise from such an interface.  

3.2. Create relational database and import ontology 
and data 

A core element of the implementation is a relational 
database. It has to provide functionalities to support 
hierarchical data structures and the storage of spatial 
data types. For HiMAT we choose oracle, an Open 
Source alternative would be PostGres/PostGIS. Figure 6 
displays the five groups of tables that are necessary to 
build the database. The ontology group has three tables 
(classes, class hierarchy and properties) containing the 
ontology, in our case the CIDOC CRM, but it could be 
any ontology defined in RDF, like the EH CRM 
(CRIPPS et al. 2004) of the Centre for Archaeology. 
The Thesaurus group actually only contains one table.  
In this table the subset of the ontology classes and prop-
erties which were identified in step 2.2. are specified. 
The necessary Types used to represent the knowledge of 
the domain are defined as sub-elements of the specified 
classes. Properties, classes and terms can be added to 

the thesaurus and therefore enhance the ontological 
representation capabilities of the implementation. For a 
polyhierarchical thesaurus there would be a need for a 
second table containing the hierarchy, similar to the 
class hierarchy table of the ontology group. For the 
Object instances group six different tables were gener-
ated. We positioned object instances in different tables 
because some of the classes have very different proper-
ties that we wanted to keep together in the fields of a 
table, these are the preferred properties for identifying 
the instances. Persons for example have family names 
and a birth date, while Information Objects have a title, 
a URL or a file type. Spatial data is  stored in three 
tables for points, lines and polygons in order to allow 
GIS access. There is one table that holds the object 
relations (properties) between object instances, thesau-
rus and spatial data.  

 

 Figure 6: Schematic database structure  

This structure allows the knowledge representation in 
an extendable ontological structure based on an ontol-
ogy defined in RDF with the possibility to do spatial 
analysis or use GIS software with the spatial compo-
nents of the data. Metadata from the Content Manage-
ment System was shifted to the database.  

3.3. Build interface for data and spatial data  

The next step was to build web based user interfaces 
for the data. In our case there are three components 
building the IT-infrastructure (Figure 7), each of them 
having its own user interface but their data is connected 
through the database. The CMS is used to upload and 
store the digital resources of the project. Its user man-
agement provides another layer of security to protect the 
actual documents like publications or analysis. There-
fore the information about a publication can be stored in 
the database with metadata describing the content while 
the actual document has restricted access. The GIS is 
the gateway to the spatial representation of the data and 
allows the input of Places as points, lines or polygons 
through their coordinates.  
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Figure 7: IT-infrastructure consisting of GIS, Content 
Management System and database  

The most challenging task was to build a user inter-
face for the database. In our case this was done with 
oracle APEX, an Open Source alternative would be Java 
script with PHP. An ontology creates a network (Fig-
ure 8) and there are various possibilities to build a user 
interface to interact with the network.  

 

Figure 8: Network created by an ontology  

One solution to navigate the network is through a 
mask for each node of the network. For five upper lev-
els CIDOC CRM classes input, edit and query masks 
were developed. Within one mask you can view all 
other objects related to one instance of a class. In Fig-
ure 9 you see part of the mask for Physical Feature with 
the instance ‘Mauk F Schwarzenberg Moos’. The part 
of the mask shows all attached Physical Objects and all 
attached Types.  It is possible to navigate through the 
network as all displayed objects are hyperlinks to the 
actual object. E.g. selecting the ‘wooden trough’ would 
open the mask of Physical Object and display the in-
stance ‘wooden trough’ with all its properties. For the 
thesaurus (Type) there is a special mask that allows 
navigating in a tree structure through the thesaurus. 
New terms can be added or if there is a need for extend-
ing the data model CRM classes or properties may be 
added and will be automatically available in the input 
masks of the CRM classes. The same type of tree struc-
tured mask is now used to illustrate and navigate the 
network of data displayed in Figure 8 and by this means 
provide an overview of the network. 

 

Figure 9: Mask for CRM class Physical Feature 
(E26) with the instance ‘Mauk F Schwarzenberg Moos’ 

In order to build a tree structure from a network, deci-
sions have to be made as to what is the tree root and 
what data is included at what level in the tree. Different 
trees can be built, depending on user needs. We opted 
for the Place as the tree root and Physical Features, 
Physical Objects, Information Objects, Research Activi-
ties and Persons on the next levels as displayed in Fig-
ure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Network transformed to tree structure 

The tree is  built with a database view and therefore 
changes as data changes. An interface was developed to 
navigate the tree and when accessing one object in the 
tree you see all other occurrences of this object within 
the whole tree.  

 

Figure 11: Tree view interface for network navigation  

In Figure 11 we show the tree view interface for the 
Place ‘Schwarzenberg Moos’. ‘Mr. Goldenberg’ was 
found to be a participant in the ‘excavation Mauk F’ by 
navigating in this tree. Selecting him will show that he 
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was also a participant of the ‘Mauk E excavation’. 
Through this interface it is possible to navigate the net-
work and have a certain overview at the same time. In 
the actual system most data was entered manually, only 
placenames with their coordinates were imported. For 
the import of legacy data mappings to the relevant CRM 
classes have to be created and importation routines 
build. A WebGIS interface was developed to display the 
CRM organised data as well as individual discipline 
data. Various basic geodata can serve as background to 
visualise the data in its spatial context ( Figure 12). The 
interface also provides the possibility to enter spatial 
objects that are directly stored in the database.  

 

Figure 12: Basic Geodata and WebGIS Interface  

Other functionalities of the GIS interface are to show 
the accumulation of objects at one place and access all 
objects related to that place. For this purpose the data-
base view of the tree  in Figure 10 is used. In Figure 13 
the accumulation of objects is displayed at three excava-
tion sites with pie charts to illustrate the amount of 
research activities, physical features, information ob-
jects and physical objects found at  those sites. To ac-
cess all objects related to one place the tree view of 
Figure 11 is opened with the possibility to navigate 
through all objects available at that site. Selecting one of 
the information objects offers the option to access the 
digital resource stored in the content management sys-
tem. In Figure 13 the 3D PDF of a wooden trough is 
displayed in the upper right corner to illustrate this func-
tionality. The ESRI ArcGIS Server is used as the GIS 
Software, an Open Source alternative would be 
Geoserver with Open Layers..  

The data with its spatial component can be exported 
to Google Earth and displayed there as shown in Fig-
ure 14. In our case the Type (E55) information was 
exported to the Google KML file with an additional 
hyperlink that again provides the access to the tree inter-
face of the database. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: GIS Interface for accumulation of objects, tree view navigation and access to Content Management System   
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Figure 14: Google Earth display of CRM objects 

3.4. Export to RDF/OWL 

To have the ability to use semantic technologies for 
certain tasks and for the purpose of data exchange, the 
fourth step is the export of the database to RDF or 
OWL. There have been tools developed to export data-
base content to RDF/OWL and with our database struc-
ture it should be straight forward as the data is already 
CIDOC CRM structured. We are currently working on 
this fourth stage. The system right now does not refer to 
external URIs although they can be used within the 
system as an additional identifier for a resource. 

 

Conclusions 

Within our project HIMAT we developed a method-
ology on how to integrate heterogeneous data from 
various disciplines with their spatial components. The 
CIDOC CRM was used as an ontology to structure the 
data. The integration of spatial data provides all the 
possibilities that the GIS systems can offer for display 
and analysis purposes. In the future spatial analysis can 
be used to generate RDF/OWL data to represent spatial 
relations between the objects of the ontology. Out of our 
experiences with ontologies and GIS in a multidiscipli-
nary project we wanted to present this methodology 
with the idea that it could be adopted in projects with 
similar challenges.  
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